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Ethical and Educational Marketing (ME2): Marketing for the XXII Century. 🚀

SUBJECT: A multidisciplinary vision focused on the Sustainable
Development Goals SDG 2030, which privileges education, consumer
protection, Intellectual Property and the future of society.

Summary:
Proposal of a new trend in responsible, ethical and educational marketing that seeks

the benefit of the consumer, favoring a multidisciplinary vision with a focus on the

2030 Sustainable Development Goals, in order to positively influence society in

terms of education, protection to the consumer, Intellectual Property and the future of

society.

If we consider marketing as a discipline of organizations that facilitates the

identification of new ideas and their dissemination to consumers, within or under a

strictly compensation system between supplier and consumer, we must understand

that in this century this discipline must also include other types of exchange, such as

experiences, time, non-renewable and renewable resources; for the benefit not only

of the bidders, but of society in general that allows these proposals and ideas to

make the world a better place to live.

A clear example of organizations that have managed to understand, engage or adopt

new ideas in their marketing are those that apply the circular economy model, where

everyone wins in order to privilege society.

Therefore, in the new marketing proposal (ME2), the transversal principles of Ethics

and Education necessary to achieve the Sustainable Development Goals that the

UN has outlined for 2030 should be applied to these ideas, principles that become

cardinal for guiding the performance of the organization and its interaction with the

social group.
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We propose to take as guiding axes of Educational Ethical Marketing (ME2):

creativity, traditional and disruptive innovation, SDG 2030, the most modern methods

of Communication and Marketing so that paths are identified towards the offer of

products and services oriented to i. offer outstanding experiences, ii. with stories, iii.
clear and truthful concepts, oriented to iv. suitable markets, with v. necessary plan to

achieve your productive, competitive and social responsibility objectives. In

summary, today, there is a responsibility in organizations and their communicators or

publicists, as well as all the people who are part of the organization (decision

makers: Council), regarding ethical and educational compliance in social instruction .

In this order of ideas, we propose 4 steps to specify a vision and design of a map to

align the general marketing plans towards the correct route:

1. The organization, its current environment and actions with a vision towards
the future.
By considering the consumer as the key piece in the evolutionary chain of the

organization, corporations must redirect their efforts to: know, specify and

communicate their commitment to quality and consumer protection, as well as their

manifesto of experience and customer satisfaction. The way to achieve this is

simple: deepen the purpose of the company with the benefit of the society in which it

is immersed, generating and adopting a single process of compliance with its Code

of Ethics and Integrity, projecting its core business to its audiences: which makes

you different and relevant from others.

In this sense, the adoption of at least one Sustainable Development Goal becomes

transcendental, as well as its dissemination at all levels of contact of the organization

with its key audiences in order to reach 2030 as the best humanity.

2. Development of the creative concept, intangibles of the organization.
Intangibles are the organization’s most valuable asset, since they respond to the

sense of originality, development and research and with this they manage to
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generate that key difference that places them in a better position compared to their

competition. Their protection from development is relevant from the creative concept

to the registration of the intangible, which to mention are: image rights, distinctive

signs, patents, designs and industrial secrets, including privacy and personal data of

consumers, among others. With this, the organization, in addition to having tangible

assets, is solid in its intangibles. In the same way, the creation of stories and

educational content (Copyright) will privilege the formation of future responsible and

demanding consumers that will benefit the global supply chain for a better world.

In summary, the creation of a correct creative concept is one that drives the

organization to generate more and better ideas for its products and / or services,

protecting and ensuring the stability of the organization in the long term.

3. Organizations must tell the truth at all times, in front of all audiences
(Stakeholders).
Traditionally, it was said in many ways that the most important thing for organizations

was to sell at all costs and grow as quickly as possible, today we believe that the

paradigms to overcome are others, that is, we must train, educate, reconcile,

promote and privilege SDG 2030, to be able to generate and create solutions to the

problems we face in this century, which among others are hunger, health, ecology,

corporate ethics, social, gender and interracial coexistence.

As cardinal axes we propose i. the generation and dissemination of truthful

information, ii. model and implement long-term programs that achieve the

transcendence of the organization while benefiting the society in which it is

immersed, iii. exercising permanent actions to reduce the gaps of lag in terms of

education, health and social welfare, as well as iv. avoiding contingent reactions that

do not benefit the supply chain at all costs.

Considering that the problems require both individual and global long-term actions,

ME2 marketing has as its guiding principle and main objective, to promote a better

use of the resources we have, since not acting in this way will clearly generate a
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boomerang effect where the affectation will have a direct impact on the supply chain

itself, affecting both families and organizations.

In other words, if we do not act consciously and in advance of the world's problems,

solutions will reach market segments, geographic areas and key audiences in value

chains very late. If you continue looking exclusively for the highest return on

investment, as well as increasing sales at any cost, the desired effect will clearly be

diminished.

The desired effect is to privilege those involved in the purchasing role, understood as

i. people who start perceiving certainty and veracity, ii. those who positively influence

others and iii. those who acquire the innovations and adopt the necessary changes

over and above the traditional promotion systems.

4. Tools to achieve it.
The working tools for its implementation are i. be clear about the Objectives (SDG

2030) that are being worked on, ii. the creation of modern and measurable actions

using the proven concepts of “GLOCAL” thinking (Think globally and act locally ”) to

which organizations are directed, iii. adding techniques that go from planning and

executing campaigns to determining rational, emotional and neural key messages.

Similarly iv. It must have a positive impact on the promotion and sales methodology

that leads to the outstanding achievement of commercial goals, which facilitates the

fulfillment of the technical merit and the social mandate of the organization.

We recommend the creation of campaigns that place the Goal (SDG 2030) as

reason to believe, placing the consumer at the center who must be recognized as

the essential subject for obtaining the Goal, that is, if we are not able to convince

customers or/and consumers that the vocation is merely genuine, the information is

truthful and that the purpose is to form together with them a better planet, we will

have failed.
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ME2 is A. a process of creating ideas for organizations, B. that privileges the

identification of deficiencies, needs or restrictions that consumers have, C. creating

intangibles that together with educating ethically ,D. designs and develops solutions

that go accordingly to the needs or desires perceived in the purchasing role, seeking

to exceed expectations.

This model recognizes the creation of intangibles, based on a range that goes from a

commodity, through a value brand, mainstream products or services, to premium or

luxury exclusive service.

That is, the responsibility for the preservation of the planet and our species is ours

only, in the present time, we create the organizations, we design the methodologies,

we have tried to obtain profits at all costs, so we have to rethink what we actually

want. We cannot wait for future generations to come and take care of what we are

destroying, nor can we wait for miracles to happen or for things to simply be solved

over time.

We are face to face, every day before decision makers (organizations, clients and

consumers), it is there where the moment of truth is generated, and this happens

when the consumer decides to follow and acquire what the ME2 proposes, since it

has a transformative effect on people's lives. It is time to assume responsibility and

accept the fact that consumers make decisions based on truthful information and

social testimonies regarding the fulfillment of the organization's objectives.

In Marketing with an Ethical and Educational Purpose (ME2), the consumer is at the

top of the evolutionary scale of the value offer. Faced with this paradigm, let us

rethink, reconsider, reformulate, resume and revalue the path since, if consumers

are not ethically educated, we are destined to continue in a spiral of destruction

towards the human being.

Written by AVGL / PRR
Translated by MTLA
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